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Abstract: The purpose of this research was to find the effective user interface design of connected 
online educational video contents with or without high school courses broadcasting by Japan 
Broadcasting Corporation (NHK). Eighteen correspondence high school students were participated 
in this trial research, and three types of user interface design, which were category indicated style, 
thumbnail indicated style, and original style, were compared. As a result, there is no significant 
differences among three groups on comprehension test scores, but the category indicated style was 
the most evaluated by the correspondence high school students.  

 
 
 
Introduction 
 

According to the General Survey of Schools announced by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science and technology (MEXT) in 2017, the number of high school students was 3,280,247 in Japan, and about 
5.5% (182,515) of them attend correspondence high schools. For the students, Japan Broadcasting Corporation 
(NHK) put high school courses on the air, also the courses are delivered as online streaming video by NHK 
Education Corporation. One of the big challenges on correspondence study was how to navigate the students to 
suitable target video contents if the students can't understand the meaning of a content or want to learn more the 
contents in high level.  

Recent researches on how to choose the query-dependent thumbnails to supply specific thumbnails for 
different queries suggest that the learning-based methods, such as Wang et al. (2012) adopted, is more feasible than 
the search-based methods, such as Ballan et al. (2011) and Zang et al. (2014) adopted. Wu et al. (2015) developed a 
multi-task deep visual-semantic embedding model which can automatically choose query-dependent video 
thumbnails.  

Urakawa et al. (2018) developed three types of applications, which were category indicated style, 
thumbnail indicated style, and ordinary style, connected educational video contents with or without NHK's high 
school courses. Then, the access log data was analyzed to find the differences of learners' activity. This paper 
focused on the three types of user interface design, which the previous report was not compared, and were compared 
the effectiveness of the design on comprehension tests and questionnaire survey. 
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Figure 1: User Interface designs  
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Method 
 

Contents 
 
Figure 1 shows that user interface designs of application developed by NHK Science & Technology 

Research Laboratories to indicate connected learning media as a website based on the original NHK High School 
Courses (Urakawa et al.  2018). In this trial research, the main content was "Conversing, but not disappear - What's 
the Energy?" in Science and Human Life. The application allowed users to view images in category indicated style, 
thumbnail indicated style, and ordinary style. 

The category indicated style showed the connected learning media in four categories: basic contents, level 
up contents, connected TV program, and connected TV News. The "basic contents" were fundamental level videos 
of middle school science courses. The "level up contents" were adequate level videos of high school science courses, 
for instance, basic biology, basic earth science, and geography. The connected TV shows were news on the web site, 
and the connected TV programs were scientific documentary related in the main contents. The thumbnail indicated 
style showed the related contents with thumbnail form at random order. The original style showed the NHK high 
school courses as well as current view.  
 
Experimental Design 

 
Eighteen correspondence high school students were participated in this trial research. The students were 

divided into three groups; Category indicated group (experimental group), Thumbnail indicated group (experimental 
group), Original indicated group (control group). First, the students in three groups answered before-questionnaire 
composed nine items; daily uses of iPad, smart phone, and so on. Second, students in the category indicated group 
watched the main content from NHK high school courses and related learning media in four categories for 90 
minutes. Also, students in the thumbnail indicated group watch main content as same as the category group and 
learning media indicated as thumbnail. Students in the original indicated group watched only the mail content in 90 
minutes, but they could finish watching if they wanted. Third, all students took a comprehension test, and answered 
after-questionnaire regarding their feelings. 

After the watching content and learning media, students compared the three types of user interface. All 
students operated and watched the main content and related learning media using three types of user interface freely, 
then answer the 10 questions. 
 
 
Results 

 
Figure 2 shows the result of the mean score for the comprehension test. One-way ANOVA (between group) 

results shows that the indication effect was insignificant at the 5% level (F(2, 14)=1.09, n.s.). It means that the two 
types of indication style were as effective as the original style on students' comprehension tests before and after the 
90 minutes self-paced learning.  

Figure 3 shows the results of user interface evaluation into three groups. The results of one-way ANOVA 
(within group) showed that there was a significant difference among three groups (F(2, 32)=10.60, p<.01). The 
result of simple main effect analysis using Bonferroni's Method were significant between category indicated style 
and original style and thumbnail indicated style and original style. The results suggested that the related learning 
media might effective for students' impressions.  

 
 

Conclusion 
 
The purposes of this research were to clarify the effects on the connections between learning media and to 

find the effective way to design interface for the connected learning media. The effects and user interface were 
compared among the category indicated style, thumbnail indicated style, and original style of NHK high school 
courses. As a result, there were no significant differences among three groups on the comprehension tests, but the 
category indicated style was the most evaluated style in the questionnaire. 
 
 



 
 

  
Figure 2: Comprehension Test Scores Figure 3: User Interface Evaluation 
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